Software License Agreement
Software used in conjunction with GUL Instrumentation
(July 2019)

This is a legal agreement between the original purchasing company including its employees and agents
(subsequently referred to as “You” or “Your”) and Guided Ultrasonics Limited (“GUL”) concerning the
licensing of the software used in conjunction with GUL instrumentation. By agreeing to purchase GUL
instrumentation and using the accompanying software, You are agreeing to be bound by the terms of this
agreement. This is a licence agreement and not an agreement for sale.
SCOPE OF SOFTWARE. This agreement relates to the software that supports GUL’s instrumentation
(“Software”). This includes the firmware that controls the instrumentation as well as software for the
processing of data generated by the instruments, and any software that may be supplied by GUL for
analytics and visualisation of that data, independent of the computing platform on which the Software
runs. The term Software also includes all upgrades, examples, temporary files, and documentation that
accompanies the Software (“Documentation”).
GRANT OF LICENSE. GUL grants to You a non-exclusive, non-transferable license (“Software
License”) to use the Software in conjunction with operating GUL instrumentation provided that You
comply with all of the terms and conditions specified in this license agreement.
In the case that the scope of the Software supplied by GUL includes software to run on Your computer
equipment, this Software License licenses You to install the Software on Your computer equipment, and
to use the Software (in object code only) at the site where the Instrumentation is installed, without
limitation as to the number of users, solely for Your internal purposes and not for the benefit of any third
parties. GUL will have the right to enable the Software to make records of the installation location and /
or such other information as is necessary for GUL to ensure that the terms of this Software License are
being complied with.
The Company may make backup copies of the Software as may be necessary for its lawful use. You may
make copies of the Documentation for distribution to and use by each of Your Software users. You shall
record the number and location of all copies of the Software and take reasonable commercial steps to
prevent unauthorized copying. You shall keep a complete and accurate record of all such copies and
disclosure of the Software to Your users, and shall produce such records to GUL upon reasonable written
request from time to time. During the Term of this Licence, You shall permit GUL to inspect and have
access to the specific area of Your premises (and limited access to the computer equipment at the site) at
or on which the Software is being kept or used, and You shall afford supervised limited access to Your
non-confidential and non-privileged business records directly concerning the Software and/or Software
License, provided that GUL shall provide reasonable advance notice to You of such inspections, which
shall be reasonable in number and duration and shall take place at reasonable times.
In the case that the scope of the Software supplied by GUL includes software to run on resources
provided by GUL, this Software License licenses You to use such instance of the Software, with number
of users as provided for in GUL’s Order Confirmation, solely for the Your internal purposes and not for
the benefit of any third parties. You may make copies of the Documentation for distribution to and use by
each of Your Software users.
RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND OWNERSHIP. GUL reserves all rights not expressly granted to
You in this agreement. The Software is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and
treaties. GUL owns the title, copyright, trade secrets, and other intellectual property rights in the
Software. You acknowledge such ownership and intellectual property rights and agree to refrain from
taking any action to jeopardize, limit or interfere in any manner with GUL’s rights with respect to the
Software. The terms “Wavemaker”, “QSR”, “Trunk” and “gPIMS” are registered trademarks of GUL.
This agreement does not grant You any rights over the trademarks or service marks of GUL.

LIMITATIONS ON USE. The Software must only be used in conjunction with authentic and validated
GUL instrumentation. When the Software cannot validate that appropriate instrumentation is connected,
or the Software cannot verify that payments are not outstanding on the GUL scope of supply of which the
Software comprises a part, it may not function. You may not circumvent these security mechanisms or
use the software with non-GUL equipment.
Qualified inspectors that are compliant with the GUL/GULT qualification and certification scheme are
frequently issued with electronic id keys that will allow the software to function even when
instrumentation is not attached. The provision of this functionality is at the sole discretion of GUL; it
must only be used in conjunction with analyzing and/or reporting data that has been collected by valid
GUL instrumentation owned by You or rented to You by GUL. These operator id keys remain the
property of GUL and may only be used by the individual to whom they were issued; they are not
transferable.
UPGRADES. This Software License applies to any upgrades of the Software unless they are the subject
of their own licence agreement. However, this Software License does not
 oblige GUL to provide upgrades of the Software;
 limit GUL’s right to charge for upgrades of the Software.
LIMITATIONS ON REVERSE ENGINEERING, DECOMPILATION, DISASSEMBLY,
DISCLOSURE, AND TRANSFER. Except as otherwise allowed under the terms of this Software
License, the following limitations apply. You may not
 reproduce or copy any of the Software;
 modify or create any derivative works of the Software, including translation or localisation;
 reverse engineer, decompile, or disassemble the Software, or otherwise attempt to derive the
source code for the Software, nor assist others in doing so;
 rent, lease, share or transfer the Software;
 remove or alter any trademark, logo, copyright or other proprietary notices, legends, symbols or
labels in the Software;
 enter into a license with a third party to use the Software on such third party’s behalf for the
primary purpose of obviating the third party’s need to license the Software itself; or
 distribute the Documentation outside Your organisation.
The right to use the software is restricted to Your internal use only; the software and its functionality is
confidential to GUL and the license holder. It must not be disclosed, reported, distributed, published,
transmitted, displayed, transferred or revealed to a third party without the written approval of GUL. The
installation files and binaries of the Software may only be copied for the purposes of providing a backup;
such back-up copies must retain all of the copyright notices of the original. The raw data files that are
created by the GUL instruments for later processing by the Software are considered part of the Software;
they may not be reverse engineered, emulated, or interpreted by any non-GUL software. The structure
and security mechanisms of the processed data files (for example but not limited to the wg3, wg4, qs1
data file types and the exq and exa exam file types) are also considered part of the Software; You may not
try to extract data from these files except via GUL Software, and You may not circumvent (or attempt to
circumvent) their security mechanisms.
You hereby acknowledge that the Software contains proprietary and confidential information belonging
exclusively to GUL ("Confidential Information"). Confidential Information does not include
(i) information already known or independently developed by You without any breach of this
Licence;
(ii) information in the public domain through no wrongful act of Yours; or
(iii) information received by the Company from a third party who was free to disclose it.
With respect to Confidential Information, You hereby agree that at all times You shall not misappropriate
such Confidential Information or disclose it to any person (other than Your employees) or entity and shall
use at least the same degree of care in safeguarding Confidential Information as You use in safeguarding
Your own confidential information. You further agree not to use such Confidential Information for any
purpose other than in furtherance of Your obligations under this Software License. You acknowledge that
violation of the provisions of this section would cause irreparable harm to GUL not adequately
compensated by money damages. In addition to other relief, You agree that injunctive relief shall be
available to prevent any actual or threatened violation of these provisions.

LIMITED WARRANTY. GUL warrants that the Software will perform substantially in accordance with
the accompanying documentation for a period of one (1) year from the date of receipt by You. GUL does
not warrant that the Software will meet Your requirements or that the operation of the Software will be
uninterrupted or error free. Correct operation of the software is only warranted on specific operating
systems, a list of which is available on request from GUL. GUL’s entire liability and Your sole remedy
under this warranty shall be to use reasonable efforts to repair or replace the nonconforming Software,
and is conditional on You providing all of the information that may be necessary to assist GUL is
resolving the defect or fault, including a documented example of any defect or fault, or sufficient
information to enable GUL to re-create the defect or fault. Any replacement software will be warranted
for the remainder of the original warranty period or thirty (30) days from the receipt of such by You
(whichever is greater). This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the Software has resulted from
accident, abuse, or misapplication.
NO OTHER WARRANTIES. To the maximum extent permitted by law, GUL disclaims all other
warranties, either express or implied, including, but not limited to, implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with regard to the Software and the accompanying
written material. The Software often pre-processes and analyzes the collected data; however, GUL
assumes no liability for any inaccuracies of the results obtained. The determination of the suitability of
the method and the analysis and validation of results is Your responsibility.
NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES. To the maximum extent permitted by law, in no
event shall GUL be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for loss of
business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, consequential effects of the incorrect
results of the Software, or other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this Software,
even if GUL has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
UPLOADS. The Software may provide the functionality to upload files to a GUL controlled server; some
reasons for doing so include reviewing data to assist training, diagnosing instrument faults, or auditing
data. Although GUL will make all reasonable efforts to ensure that this data is kept confidential and
access to it is restricted to authorized persons, GUL shall not be liable for any damages relating to its
disclosure or storage (or lack thereof).
OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS. You agree to only use the Software in conjunction with any
additional terms and conditions that may be set out in the purchasing of the associated instrumentation.
GENERAL PROVISIONS. This agreement is governed by the English law, exclusive of any provisions
of the United Nations convention on the international sale of goods. This agreement shall automatically
terminate upon failure by You to comply with its terms, in which event You must destroy all copies of the
Software. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, the offending clause will be modified so as
to be enforceable and, as modified, shall be fully enforced, and the remainder of this Agreement will
continue in full force and effect.

